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From stunning symphony to humorous cartoon is all within in Purity, the Purity contains 16 sounds, each of which is dedicated to different moods. Easy editing and editing general environment is easy-to-learn and fun. Sound use is not only easy to play. Editing parameter is easy. There is a lot of synth types and there are also
a lot of synthesizer sequencer module that you can manipulate. Purity sounds and the interface are very clean and easy-to-use UI s more clean, easier to use than most of the other products. Essential sounds for you to enjoy about music construction. Easy to play more than anything. Nice way of playing sounds, and editing
sounds without difficulty Now you can make a true tune of your own for the first time in years. Puritys SEQ part has a 4 part chord progression which is great to learn, and a 4 part arpeggio which is great for playing. You can also increase this with a Delay, chorus, Flanger, Vibrato, Effects, and own Chords. This gives you a lot
of possibilities for your lead sound and I used to love those. To delete a track, you can simply press the Delete button. To add an empty track, you must first press a button. You cannot save a track to the tracks list before it becomes empty. Once you press a button, you can delete the empty track, but you cannot change it
back to an empty one. Purity has a different V key for each track - this is useful for enabling each track to set its own unique settings. USB Audio Control: I believe that I can play a song using this program, but I do not know for certain. If I can connect Purity to a computer, I can assign sound samples to note on/off signals by

changing the pitch. Then I can play it using a piano midi keyboard. I can make sounds such as a trumpet and a guitar, and enjoy playing it through the synthesizer. However, if I cannot connect Purity to the computer, I cannot play with an external keyboard.
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